
Gravity mount with wireless charger
SKU: TESUPPGRAVWIR10W

Universal mount with wireless charger equipped with easy closure system, dashboard air
vent clip and Automatic Detection System

THE TWO SIDES OF GRAVITY

One product, two functions. Gravity hands-free mount with wireless charger  can be used to secure your smartphone in the
car and also charge it wirelessly. An incredible accessory, practical technology at its best.

AS A DASHBOARD MOUNT

Gravity is equipped with a practical clip that fixes the mount to the air vents on your car dashboard. The unique feature of this
product is its closure mechanism. Simply place your smartphone on the lower arm of the support and gravity will do the rest:
the weight of the phone causes the clamp to close instantly, preventing accidental falls or slips.

AS A WIRELESS CHARGER

This mount doubles as a wireless charging base. To benefit from this function, you will need to use the Micro USB cable that comes
in the pack. Connect the Micro USB end to Gravity, and plug the USB end into the dedicated slot in your car's charger.
When it is connected, the mount will transfer energy directly to your phone, without using wires. Gravity is designed for all mobile
devices that support QI technology: thanks to this wireless power feature, you can recharge your smartphone battery at over
70% efficiency.

FAST AND SAFE

To take advantage of the quick charge function and get a smartphone charge level of 50% in 30 minutes, you need to connect
Gravity to a Quick Charge charger. QC devices can considerably reduce the time needed for charging.



ADS (Automatic Detection System) technology  allows the charger to recognise the power needs of the device and guarantee
that the correct level of power is used to avoid overheating. Thanks to this innovative system, the base can recharge smartphones
such as the iPhone X, 8 and 8 Plus and others that require 7.5W of charging power.

TRAVEL COMPANION

Gravity is the right product when you need an innovative mount with multiple functions. Choose it as the ideal travel companion
that never leaves your battery drained .

FEATURES:

Mount with rapid wireless charger
ADS (Automatic Detection System) technology
Max power: 10W
Automatic clamp closure
Dashboard air vent clip
Transmission distance: 3-8 mm
USB 2.0 charging cable - Micro USB included
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Technical data
Closure: Automatic  
Coupling mode: Clip for air vent  
Transmission distance: 3-8 mm  
Input: DC5V/2A 9V/1.7A  
Output: DC5V/1A 9V/1.1A  
Suited for: Smartphones with QI Technology  
Technology: ADS (Automatic Detection System)  
Charging type: Fast charge with Quick Charge charger  
Included accessories: USB/Micro USB cable  
EAN: 8018417254178  
SKU: TESUPPGRAVWIR10W  
Weight: 90 g  
Maximum output power: 10 WATT  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 90 mm  
Width Pack: 83 mm  
Depth Inner: 200 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 245 g  
Width Inner: 240 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 540 mm  
Height Inner: 260 mm  
Weight Inner: 1640 g  
Width Master: 420 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 230 mm  
Weight Master: 6500 g  
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